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NUMEROLOGIST | PALMIST



In this materialistic world, It was his very urge
of helping people and doing something good
for society that inspired one of the brightest
students of prestigious Delhi University to
change his career direction towards the
unforeseeable field of astrology.

Astro Arun Pandit, a spiritual leader, and
astrologer is farsighted humanitarian with
a strong will to change the perception of
how people see Astrology today. He has
transformed 50,000 lives through his
Astro-spiritual consultation calls. 

With more than
30 Crores reach From a simple boy of Ayodhya who started

observing life-changing effects of astrology from
his father to living his teenage on a monastic
lifestyle to one of the most followed spiritual
astrologers of India, his journey is quite inspiring.
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The westernization of problem-solving
techniques has led astrology to be
believed as a mere formula based on a
simple calculation. The ignorance of the
science and logical reasoning behind
astrology has led to this condition. Astro
Arun’s main motto is to establish back
faith in Vedic astrology.

Astro Arun Pandit believes astrology is
mystic science based on the logical
framework of predictive sciences and
aims to create such a social impact so
that Vedic astrology becomes an
effective solution to human suffering. 

His Mission Astro Arun believes that humanity is
far away from its astrological potential
and humans haven’t even scratched
the surface of this astonishing
science. There is so much to know,
learn and discover that we can’t
possibly imagine at this point in time.
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Suffering is natural, undeniable and a part of human life and Astro Arun wants people to
deal with their hardships skillfully and that can be done with the help of Vedic astrology. In
short, he envisions a human society that doesn’t suffer suffering.

Where come life there comes suffering and where come
sufferings there comes astrology!!

 -  A S T R O  A R U N  P A N D I T

His Vision 

Astro Arun wants to democratize Vedic astrology in a way that it
reaches every part of this world cause he believes that peace can
only be attained when something is not centralized to a particular
person or community. To accomplish his goal He started spreading
the word about logical astrology through new media platforms today
has a massive amount of supporters on these platforms and this is
just the beginning.

He has also launched his predictive
science-based astrology and
numerology courses to make
astrology accessible to the world.
By far he has successfully taught
five thousand+ students through his
course.



As an influencer, it is your responsibility to positively influence youngsters to do
something good for our society and add value to our country and you are doing it
quite well. We need more people like you who own their responsibility & genuinely
play a role as real influencers.

Regardless of the interest
of your audience, everyone

has some kind of problem
in their life and we can

create a strong connection
with them while talking

about their problems and
making them feel heard.

In our previous live sessions, we have got an average
of 30,000 live viewers throughout the session. 

HOW TO COLLABORATE?

Instagram Live          Instagram Reel          Youtube Podcast

How our collaboration will help Indians?
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Astro Arun has previously collaborated with many renowned entities around
the nation to spread his words about the concept spiritual astro-spiritual.

Previous Collaboration 
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Previous Collaboration 
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Previous Collaboration 
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Previous Collaboration 
Verified Accounts On



Social Works
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Ram Navmi Dan-Mahaabhiyan



Highly Engaged 
Digital Audience Reach - 32M+

Monthly Active
Users Viewership 10

Subscribers - 150k + Followers - 585k

Monthly Views-  4 M +
Monthly Reach -  8 M +

Monthly Reach - 20 M

Accont engaged - 927k +Watch Hours - 6,20,700 Hours
Insights -  12 Lakh +

https://youtube.com/c/ArunKTiwari
https://www.facebook.com/astroarunpandit/
https://instagram.com/astroarunpandit?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.facebook.com/astroarunpandit/
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Awards & Recognition

ASIA
PACIFIC
VASTU
AWARD

JYOTHISH
PRABHAKAR
AWARD

JYOTHISH
SUDARSHAN
AWARD

JYOTHISH
SHASHTRI
AWARD

DIVINE
READERS
AWARD



FEATURED IN-
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https://news24online.com/news/religion/learn-about-your-life-expert-astrologer-numerologist-and-palmist-astro-arun-pandit-b4a6adce/
https://hindi.news18.com/news/nation/vastu-science-is-dominant-in-the-country-and-abroad-said-arun-pandit-4367514.html?1656969605
https://www.outlookindia.com/outlook-spotlight/astro-arun-pandit-decodes-how-learning-about-your-horoscope-can-be-beneficial-news-193336
https://www.mid-day.com/brand-media/article/importance-of-angel-numbers-in-your-life-shares-numerologist-astro-arun-pandit-23224732
https://www.hindustantimes.com/brand-stories/astro-arun-pandit-gets-honoured-with-asia-pacific-vastu-award-101654699120689.html
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/brand-connect/how-vedic-astrology-plays-a-vital-role-in-your-life-shares-astro-arunpandit-391765
https://www.latestly.com/lifestyle/indias-one-of-the-top-astrologers-astro-arun-pandit-brings-smiles-to-1000s-of-faces-with-donation-drive-3590514.html
https://www.latestly.com/lifestyle/indias-one-of-the-top-astrologers-astro-arun-pandit-brings-smiles-to-1000s-of-faces-with-donation-drive-3590514.html
https://www.deccanherald.com/brandspot/pr-spot/find-perfect-partner-by-matching-the-right-kundli-with-expert-astrologer-astro-arun-pandit-1102347.html
https://www.telegraphindia.com/india/predict-your-future-with-astro-arun-pandit-an-expert-palmist/cid/1865192
https://theprint.in/ani-press-releases/astro-arun-pandit-announces-a-donation-drive-ramnavmi-daan-maha-abhiyan/909318/
https://www.lokmattimes.com/business/astro-arun-pandit-announces-a-donation-drive-ramnavmi-daan-maha-abhiyan/


 collab@astroarunpandit.com

www.astroarunpandit.org

+91 7000190457 - +91 6389345678

RADHE RADHE! 
GET IN TOUCH WITH US!

To Know more - Click here 

https://astroarunpandit.org/collaborate-with-us/
https://astroarunpandit.org/collaborate-with-us/

